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1. Introduction 
Let f: Rn + R be a Cl-vector field, and consider the (autonomous) system 
of differential equations 
with initial condition 
x(0) = x0. (lb) 
The solution, x = cp(t, x,), depends on t and x0. For which f as above does 
the flow (p depend polynomially on the initial condition x,? This question was 
discussed in [M2], and in [Ml], Section 6. We present here a definitive 
solution of this problem for n = 2, over both R and C. (See Theorems (4.1) 
and (4.3) below.) 
The main tool is the theorem of Jung [J] and van der Kulk [vdK] 
* This material is based upon work partially supported by the National Science Foun- 
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(Theorem (9.1) below) which presents the group GA,(K) of polynomial 
automorphisms of K* (K = R or C) as an amalgamated free product. There 
is unfortunately no analogous tool available to treat the case of dimension 
n > 3, though we can make a few partial observations for n > 3. In particular 
an even “locally polynomial” flow is global, and globally polynomial of 
bounded degree (Theorem (4.1) below.) We are grateful to John Morgan for 
a helpful suggestion in the proof of the latter result. 
I. POLYNOMIAL FLOWS ARE GLOBAL,• F BOUNDED DEGREE 
2. Vector Fields and Local Flows 
Let K denote either R or C. Let f: W-t K” be a Cl-vector field on some 
open WC K”. (In case K = C this means that f is C’ interpreted as a 
function in I?2n.) Consider the autonomous system of differential equations, 
i==f(x) . dx ( 1 X=dt (la) 
with initial conditions, 
x(0) = x0 (x0 E WI* (lb) 
By the usual theorems on the (local) existence and uniqueness of solutions 
(see, for example [HS], Chapter 8, espeacially Sect. 7) there is a unique 
solution x = rp(t, x,,) which is defined for t in a maximal open interval J(x,) 
containing 0 in R. Thus 
ui(t, x0> =fcPk x0>>, (24 
where, as usual, the dot refers to t-derivative, and 
(2b) 
Note that f is recovered from cp by the formula, 
(3) 
The set Rf= {(t,x)E R x WltEJ(x)} is open in R XK”, and 
cp: of-+ K” is a Cl-map, called the (local) flow on W defined by the 
differential Eq. (la), or byf: We also write pi(x) for p(t, x). For each t E R, 
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p)I is defined on the (possibly empty) open set U, = {x E W 1 (t, x) E fif}, 
which pl maps homeomorphically to the open set V, = cp,(U,) of W. For 
example it follows from (2b) that, for t = 0, U, = W, and 
%(X> = x for all x E W. (2b) 
For s. t E R we have the (local) one parameter group property, 
(o,o?,(x>) = vls + l(X) (4) 
whenever x E U, and q,(x) E U,. In particular (o,(U,) = UP, and v)-~ = p,- ‘. 
If, for all x0 E W, the maximal interval J(x,) is all of R, then 
Rf = R x W, and t ++ qt is a homomorphism from iR to the group of 
homeomorphisms of W, i.e., a one parameter group of homeomorphisms. In 
this case we call ~1 a global flow. For a discussion of extendability of 
solutions, and of the distinction between local and global flows, see [BFM 1, 
[HS], and [GS]. 
EXAMPLES. The following one dimensional examples show that, even for 
a polynomial vector field f(x), the flow q(t, x) need not be global (or 
polynomial): 
I 
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1. i=f(x)= 1 +x2 
x(f) = fp(f, x0) = tan@ + a) 
a = arctan 
The horizontal lines represent the f-intervals J(x,) (x0 E I?). 
2. a=f(x)=X* 
-w = & +I> = x0/( 1 - tx,) 
Here the flow is rational, and can be globalized by passing from the affrne 
line to the projective line over K. 
(2.1) QUESTION (cf. [M 11, Section 6). For which C’ vector fields 
f :K” + K” is the flow rpl(x) a polynomial function of x for each t? 
(2.2) QUESTION (lot. cit.). Which polynomial transformations of K” can 
be realized as a qt for some t and f as above? 
We shall answer these questions for n < 2 by saying what each such f and 
v, look like in a suitable coordinate system on K”. Before formulating the 
results, in Section 4, we discuss change of coordinates. 
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3. Change of Coordinates; the Group GA,,(K) 
A transformation T: K” + K” is given by coordinate functions, T(x) = 
(T,(x) ,..., T,(x)), where x = (xl ,..., x,) E K”. It is (K-) differentiable if each 
Ti is (K-) differentiable. In this case we have the Jacobian matrix 
D(T)=D(T)(x)= [;l;;; 1;: ;;;;;;j. 
The Chain Rule takes the form, 
D(T 0 S) = D(T(S)) = D(T)(S). D(S). (5) 
When T is invertible and S = T-‘, we find that 
D(T-‘) =D(T)(T-‘)-I. (6) 
Let T as above be invertible. Let f be a Cl-vector field on K”, and 
consider the differential equation 
i =f(x). (14 
The corresponding flow o,(x) is defined by 
d(y)) =f(cp,(x)). W 
Put x = T(y) (so that y = T-‘(x)). Then from (la) and the chain rule, 
f(x) = i = D(T)(y) . y. In the y-coordinates then, (la) takes the form 
d =g(y> d”W’)W’ +./-V(Y)). (la’) 
We claim, moreover, that the flow v*(r) defined by (la’) is just the T- 
conjugate of p, 
v/t=T-‘orp,oT. (7) 
Indeed, if vt is defined by (7) then w,(y) = T-‘(rp,(x)), SO 
d(w,(y)) 
dt 
= D(T-‘)(y,(x)) . d(P$)) 
= WXT-‘h(x)))-’ .f(rp,(x)) (by (la) and (6)) 
= WXK(Y))-’ .f(T(v,(~))) 
= g(wt(Y)>* 
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(3.1) CONCLUSION. Let T be a K-dtreomorphism of K”. Putting 
x = T(y), the dtflerential equation, f =f(x), takes the form, i, = g(y), where 
g(y) = WI(Y)-~ .~(T(Y))), and the flow vt of the latter is T-’ o (pI o T, 
where v)~ is the jlow of the former. 
Thus, classifying C’ vector fields f up to change of coordinates in a group 
G of K-diffeomorphisms of K” is equivalent to classifying (local) flows up to 
conjugation by elements of G. 
The transformation T is said to be polynomial if each Ti(x) is a 
polynomial in x. We can then write T(x) = CrE w a,x’ where, for each r = 
(r 1 ,..., r,), xr = xi1 . . . x:, and a, E K”, with only finitely many a, # 0. Putting 
lrl=rl+...+rn, the degree of T is then 
deg(T) = Max{]r] ] a, # O}. 
We shall be concerned with the group GA,,(K) of polynomial 
automorphisms of K”, which we call the aflne Cremona group. It consists of 
polynomial transformations T which have a polynomial inverse. It follows 
then from the Chain rule (6) that the (polynomial) Jacobian matrix D(T) has 
a polynomial matrix inverse, so its determinant, being an invertible 
polynomial, must be a nonzero constant, i.e., an element of KX = K - {O}. 
From the Chain Rule we conclude: 
(3.2) LEMMA. The map Ttt Det D(T) is a homomorphism 
GA,(K)+ KX. 
Remarks. 1. If T is a polynomial transformation of K” and Det 
D(T) E KX then, conjecturally, TE GA,(K) (see [BCW] or [M2].) This is 
the so-called Jacobian conjecture. 
2. Every injectiue polynomial transformation T: 6” + C” belongs to 
GA,(C) (see [BCW].) 
3. The group GA,(K) just consists of afline transformations, T(x) = 
ax + b, a E K ‘, b E K. In contrast, GA,(K) is infinite dimensional for n > 2. 
4. Polynomial Flows; Statement of the Main Results 
Our first theorem, contained in the results ((6.1) and (6.2)) of Section 6, 
states roughly that if the flow p(t, x) of a smooth vector field f(x) is even 
locally polynomial in x, then f is polynomial, cp is global, and rp is globally 
polynomial of bounded degree in x, with coefficients analytic in t. 
(4.1) BOUNDED GLOBALIZATION THEOREM. Let W be open in K”, and 
let fl W+ K” be a C’ vector field with jlow cp: Qf + W. Assume that, for 
some open neighborhood R of {0} x W in Qf, rp(t, x) is polynomial in x on 
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0, in the following sense: If U, = {x E W 1 (t, x) E a} then x M q(t, x) is a 
polynomial map U, --, K” for each t E R. Then: 
(a) The vector field f is polynomial. Let fl K” + K” be defined by the 
same polynomial, and let @i: d = finp-+ K” be the flow off (extending 9 
on Lv). 
(b) The flow I$ is global, i.e., fi = R x K”. 
(c) For some integer d, y3(t, x) = C rewn.,r, <@,(t) xr, a polynomial in x 
of degree <d for all t, with analytic coefficients a’,: R + K”. 
(d) We have T(x) = C ,,,,da:(0)x’=i(x)+h(x), whereO)=C,,,,, 
a”,(O) x’ is linear; Div(f (x)) = Div(l(x)) is constant, and Div (h(x)) = 0. 
(e) The Jacobian determinant, s(t) = Det(D(gl(x)), depends only on t, 
not x, and defines an analytic homomorphism 6: R + K X(=K - (0)). 
By a polynomial Jrow we shall mean the flow ~(t, x) of a smooth vector 
field f: K” -+ K” such that q depends polynomially on x for each t. 
According to Theorem (4.2), cp is global, and so defines a homomorphism 
t M (Pi from R to GA,(K), the affine Cremona group (Section 3). This 
homomorphism is analytic, of bounded degree, d, in the sense that 
(A(x) = c rcN”,,r, Gd a,(t) xr, with each a,: R --f K” analytic. 
According to (3.1), therefore, classifying polynomial flows up to 
polynomial change of coordinates in K” is equivalent to classifying analytic 
homomorphisms of bounded degree R -+ GA,(K) up to conjugation in 
GA,(K). This is achieved for n = 2 by Theorem (4.3) below. We first treat 
the simple case n = 1, as an illustration. 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let 9: R x K -+ K be a polynomialjlow on the line, 
and f(x) = Cp(0, x) the corresponding vector field. There are constants 
a, b E K such that cp(t, x) = ea”x + b((e”’ - 1)/a), and f(x) = ax + b, where, 
for a = 0, we interpret (e” - 1)/a to be t. 
ProoJ: The group GA,(K) of polynomial automorphisms of the line 
consists of affme transformations T(x) = ax + /I (a E Kx, /I E K). Denoting 
this transformation [a,/3], the group composition takes the form 
pJ3;‘“;:“;ll_l=& aa’, a/?’ +p]. Thus we can write q.$t, x) = a(t)x +/?(t) 
and ,5: R + K are analytic functions satisfying the 
functional equations 
and 
a(s + t) = a(s) a(t) (a) 
PCS + t> = a(s) P(t) + a(s). 
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Then a(t) = eat for some a E K. If a = 0 then (/I) says /3 is an 
additive character, so /3(t) = bt for some b E K. Suppose that a # 0. 
Then a(s) P(t) + P(s) = P(s + t) = a(t) P(s) + P(t), so P(t)(@) - 1) = 
BWW) - 11, and the meromorphic function P(t)/(a(t) - l)(=&)/ 
(a(s) - 1)) is constant. We can therefore write /3(t) = b((e”’ - 1)/a) for some 
b E K. Thus qo(t, x) = e”‘x + b((e”’ - 1)/u), @(t, x) = ue”x + beat, andf(x) = 
tj(0, x) = ax + b. 
For n > 2 the group GA,(K) is no longer finite dimensional, so classifying 
its one parameter subgroups is a more formidable problem. This can be done 
for n = 2, giving the following result (see Theorem 1 l.S).) 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let p: IR x K2 + K2 be polynomial jlow in the plane, 
and f (x, y) = @(O, x, y) the corresponding vector field. There is a polynomial 
automorphism T E GA,(K) such that, if we change coordinates, putting 
(-TV) = T(u, v>, ~4, u, v) = T-’ 0 qt 0 T(u, v) and g(u, v) = D(T)(u, v)-’ . 
f(T(u, v)), then thej7ow v/ with vector field g (see Section 3) has one of the 
following forms 
(1) w  = (u, e%), g = (0, bv) (b E K). 
(2) y = (u + t, ebtv), g = (1, bv) (b E K). 
(3) w=(u, v +P(u)~), g= (0, P(U)) Mu) E K[u], monk of 
degree > 1.) 
(4) ty = (e%, ebtv), g = (au, bv) (a, b E KX). 
(5) w= (en%, eodr(v + tud)), g= (au, udv + ud) (a E KX, dE Z, 
d> 1). 
When K = IR, we must add one further case: 
(4)n v/ = eat(u cos bt + v sin bt, -u sin bt + v cos bt), g = (UU + bv, 
uv - bu) (a, b E IR, b > 0). 
The above cases are mutually inequivalent under change of coordinates by an 
element of GA,(K), except for the equivalence of (e”‘u, eb’v) and (ebtu, eatv) 
in case (4). 
Theorems (4.1) and (4.3) effectively answer Question (2.1) above, for 
n = 2. A response to Question (2.2) above, again for n = 2, is given by 
Corollary (11.9) and Remarks (11.10) below. 
5. Continuous Fumilies of Polynomials 
As usual, K = IR or C. We consider a set R, a nonempty subset 
J2 c R X K”, and a function I-+?: L? + K”, subject to the following condition: 
for each t E R the set U, = {x E K” 1 (t, x) E a} is open in K”, and the map 
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x tt cp(t, x) from U, to K” is a polynomial function of x. If U, # 0 this 
polynomial is uniquely determined, and we denote it 
where X = (X, ,..., X,,) is a family of indeterminates, X’ = Xii... X2 for I = 
k..., r,) E N *, and a,(t) E K”, with a,(t) = 0 for all but finitely many r. 
ow many depends on t.) We have rp(t, x) = q,(x) for x E U, 
Let T = {t E R 1 U, # a}. For each r E N ‘, a, is a well defined function 
a,.: T-+ K”. Thus R c TX K”, and q extends to a function @: TX K” -+ K” 
defined by (~(1, x) = p,(x). 
For r = (r-i,..., r,) E N” put Irl = r-1 + . . . + r,, =deg(X’). For t E T put 
deg(9,) = max{ 1 r I( a,.(t) # 0). For each d > 0 put 
Then T, c Td+, and T= u,,,, T,. 
(5.1) LEMMA. Suppose that T’ x U c 0, where T’ c T, for some d and 
U c K” is open, nonempty. Then there is a finite sequence x, ,..., x, in U and 
elements b,,i E K (r E N”, i = l,..., N) such that, for each r E N”, 
a,(t) = b,,,v@> x,1 + ... + b,,,rp(h 4 
for all t E T’. Further, 
a,(t) = b,,ldc x,> + . . . + b,,,@(t, 4 
for all t E T,. 
Proof: Consider the space P, of polynomials f(X) of degree <d. Write 
f(X) = c ,r,<dCAf)Xr with each c,(f) E K. For each x E K” put 
e,(f) = f (x), and view e, as a linear form on P,. If f vanishes on the 
nonempty open set U then f = 0, so the e, (x E U) span Hom,(P,, K). Let 
e x,,..., e&xi E U) be a basis of Hom,(P,, K). Since f b c,(f) is a linear 
form, we can write c,(f) = b,+le,, (f) + . . . + br,NexN(f) for suitable (unique) 
b,,i E K. 
Now if t E Td then p,(X) = 2 ,r,Gdar(t) X’ is a vector of n polynomials in 
P,. It follows that a,(t) = Cy= i b,,i cp,(x,) = Cyz, b,,i @(t, xi). If t E T’ then 
(t, xi) E T’ x U c $2 so p(t, xi) = p(t, xi), for each i. This proves the lemma. 
607/55/2-l? 
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To the assumptions above we now add: 
-R is a metric space 
-42 is open in R x K” 
*: s2 + K” is continuous. 
(The second condition implies our earlier assumption that each U, is open in 
K”.) 
(5.2) LEMMA. (a) T = {t E R 1 U, # a} is open in R. 
(b) For each r E IN”, a,: T+ K” is continuous on Td for each d >, 0. 
(c) Each Td is closed in T. 
(d) If the metric space R is complete then some T, has nonempty 
interior. 
Each (t, x) E Q has a product neighborhood J x U c 0 with J open in 
R, U open in K”. Then J is an R-neighborhood of t contained in T, whence 
(a). For d > 0, Jd = J n T, is a T,-neighborhood of t. If r E N” then, by 
(5. l), a, on Jd is a linear combination of functions q(t, Xi) (Xi E U), hence 
continuous, whence (b). 
Suppose a sequence (tj) in Td converges to some iE T. Let e = deg((pr). 
We claim that e < d (thus verifying (c)). If r E N” then a, is continuous on 
T max(d,ep by (bh SO a,(f) = limj+, a,(tj). But if Irl > d then a,(tj) = 0 for all 
j, whence a,(t) = 0, as claimed. 
To prove (d) there is no loss in replacing R by the closure of T, which is 
still complete metric. Then T is open dense in R. fit Td+ = Td U (R - T); 
then Ti is closed in R, and R = U d>O Ti . By the Baire category theorem, 
some TJ contains a nonempty open set S c R. Then, by (a), S n T is an R- 
open subset of T,. Moreover S n T# 0 since otherwise S c R - T, 
contradicting the density of T in R. This proves (d). 
(5.3) EXAMPLE. Choose nonzero C” functions a,: IR + K” (r E N”) so 
that a, has support in the interval (l/(1 rl + 2), l/(lr 1 + 1)). Then 
q: IR X K” + K” defined by p(t, x) = C,., N” a,(t) xr is C” and polynomial in 
x for each t, yet not of bounded degree in x in any neighborhood of t = 0. 
(5.4) EXAMPLES. We shall consider functions o: IR x IR -+ IR of the form, 
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where each q, is a C” function such that supp(cp,) c [-2/n, 2/n], q,(4) = 
--p,(t), and q,(t) = t for (tl < I/n: 
-2/n 
b 
Thus, ~(0, x) = 0, and, for t # 0, the sum (*) is finite. Moreover p(t, x) is 
C” in t away from t = 0, whereas $(O, x) is the limit of the series f(x) = 
cn” I.f,(X>. 
(a) Take f,(x) = a,xn, Then cp(t, x) is polynomial in x for each t, but 
of unbounded degree in each neighborhood of t = 0, assuming that a,, # 0 
inlinitely often. Moreover f(x) = @(O, x) = J5Jpz I a,x” is then not 
polynomial, though it is analytic, if say a,, = 1, on ]x ] < 1, and even entire if, 
say a, = l/n! 
(b) This example is mainly to illustrate some subtleties behind the 
arguments of the next section, especially the proof of Claim 2. We take 
f,(x) = e-“‘cos(n! x). The function f(x) = 2,” J,(x) = g(O, x) has been 
shown by Mandelbrojt [Ma] to be C” in R, yet not analytic in any 
nonempty open interval. Nonetheless cp(t, x) is clearly analytic in x for every 
1. Moreover, it can be shown that ~1 is C” on R X R provided that the 
functions qD, satisfy the further condition, 
for all t E R, all p 2 0, and all n > 1, where the constant cp is independent of 
n. If pi is constructed to satisfy our original conditions, and if we put 
cp = mw2c,Gz I&” @>I, th en all the conditions are fulfilled by taking 
P”(t) = ~lW>l~~ 
This kind of phenomenon is presumably impossible when a, is the flow of 
a differential equation. 
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6. Locally Polynomial Flows Are Global, of Bounded Degree 
Let W c K” be open, let f: W+ K” be a C’ vector field, and let 
cp: of + W be the corresponding flow (see Section 2). Here flf is open in 
R x W, v, is C’, and defined by the conditions 
and 
fp(0, x) = x. Pb) 
Let a c Qf be an open neighborhood of {0} x W. For t E IT? let U, = 
{x E W 1 (t, x) E J2). We shall assume that 
v, is a polynomial flow on 0, (3) 
in the sense that, for each t E R, the map x t-+ q(t, x) is a polynomial map 
from U, to K”. We are thus in the setting of the previous section (with 
R = I?). As there, we put T = {t E IR ) U, # 0}, and, for each t E T, (al(X) = 
Cra,(t) X’ is the polynomial such that q,(x) = rp(t, x) for all x E 17,. We 
extend v, to 
Us: TX K*-+K~ 
by the formula @(t, x) = q,(x). 
For each d > 0 put Td = {t E T 1 deg(rp,) < d}. We know from 
Lemma (5.2) that T is open in R, each a,: T-t K” is continuous (even C’) 
on each Td, each Td is closed in T, and some Td has nonempty interior. 
(6.1) THEOREM. As above, 1etJ W+ K” be a C’ vectorfield whoseflow 
cp(t, x) is polynomial in x on some open neighborhood SE of {0} x W. 
(a) The vector Jield f is polynomial on W. Let 3K” -+ K” be the global 
vector field defined by the same polynomial, and let 6: d + K” be the jlow of 
$ (extending q). 
(b) The flow q? is global, i.e., d = IR x K”. 
(c) For some integer d, $(t, x) = 2 rsw,,r,(ddr(t)xr ispolynomialinx 
of degree <d with analytic coeficients &: IR + K”. 
(d) We have jl(x) = Cr a*(O) x’. 
The proof will be carried out in several steps. 
Claim 0. Given a compact C c W there is an open neighborhood U of C 
in W and an E > 0 such that (-6, E) X U c Q. 
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In fact, for x E W, there is a neighborhood (-E,, E,) x U, c R of (0, x) 
(since {0} x W c 0). Finitely many U,,,..., U,. (xj E C) cover C, so we can 
take U = UX, U . . . U UX, and E = min(s, ,,..., E,,). 
Claim 1. Some Td contains a neighborhood (--E, E) of 0. 
We know (Lemma (5.2)) that some Td, contains an interval (to - eO, 
t, + E,,), E,, > 0. Choose x,, E UtO, and an open neighborhood (t, - E, t, + E) x 
U c R of (to, x0), with 0 < E < E,,. Let s E (--E, a) and put t = to + s E (t, - E, 
t, + E). Let xE q,,(U), an open subset of U-,0 (see [HS, Ch. 8, Sect. 7, 
Th. 31.) Then 9-t,(~) is defined and in U c U,, so 91(9-,,(x)) is defined, and 
equals 9,(x). Thus for s E (--E, E) and x E PI,, we have 
If d, = deg(yl_,J then, for 1 r( < d,, (D-~,(X)’ is a polynomial in x of degree 
<d = d,d,. It follows that deg(9,) < d for s E (--E, E), as claimed. 
Claim 2. For d as in Claim 1 and some E > 0, (--E, E) c Td, each a,(t) is 
C’ on (-E, E), andf(x) = 2 ,r, Gd d,(O) x’ is a polynomial of degree <d on W. 
Let d be as in Claim 1. Let x,, E W. Choose E > 0 so that (-6, E) c T, 
(Claim 1) and (--E, E) X UC Q for some neighborhood U of x,,. By 
Lemma (5.1) the functions a,.(t) on (--E, E) are linear combinations of 
functions p(t, x,) ,..., tp(t, x,,,) for some x, ,..., xN E U, and hence are C’. Since 
dty x) = ClrlGd ar(t> Xr for (t, x) E (--E, E) x U we have (d/dt) q(t, x) = 
c ,r, <d h.(t) x” on t--E, E) X u. Thus.@) = (d/W q(4 xh=,, = ,& (d 4.P) X” 
for x E U, in particular for x = x0. Since x0 E W was arbitrary, this proves 
the claim. 
Claim 3. For d as in Claim 1 we have T = T,, and each a,(t) is analytic 
on T. 
Since f(x) is polynomial (Claim 2), hence analytic, it follows that, for 
each x E W, t +P cp(t, x) is analytic in t. Let t, E T and T E N ‘. We claim 
that a, is analytic in a neighborhood (to - E, t, + E) of t,. To show this it 
suffices to show that for some E > 0 and some nonempty open U in W, we 
have (to - E, t, + E) X U c fi and (to - E, t, + E) c T, for some e E N. For it 
then follows from Lemma (5.1) that, on (t, - E, t, + E), a,(t) is a linear 
combination of functions (p(t, xi), xi E U, and a, is thus analytic. 
To get E and U as above, first choose x,, E Ut,. Then choose E,, > 0 and an 
open neighborhood U of x,, with compact closure 0 such that (t, - E,, 
t, + E,,) X flc a. Since yfO(u) c W is compact there is an open 
neighborhood V of q,,,(U) in W and on E such that 0 < E < E,,, 
(--E, E) x Vc D (Claim 0), and (--E, E) c T, (Claim 1). Let x E UC UI,. 
Then 9Jx) E rp,,(U) c V. If s E (--E, E) then Vc US so 9,(9,,(x)) is defined, 
and equals 9,+l,(x). Th us, if t = t, + s E (t, - E, t, + E) then, for x E U, 9,(x) 
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is defined and equals cp,(cpl,(x)) = 2 lrl <d a,@) Y&)‘. If de&J = h, it 
follows that deg(9,) < dd,, and so (t, - E, f, + E) X UcQ and (t,-s, 
‘0 + &) = Tdd,,’ as was to be shown. This concludes the proof that each a, is 
analytic on all of T. For (r( > d, a, vanishes near 0 (Claim I), and so Q, = 0. 
Thus T = Td, and Claim 3 is proved. 
Now extend v, to 9: TX K” + K” by p(t, x) = Cl,, (d a,(t) xr, and extendf 
toJ:K”+K” byj(x)=&.,d,(O)x’. 
Claim 4. For each x E K”, $(t, x) is analytic in t E T, (d/dt) (p(t, x) = 
?(@<t, xl>, and cP(O, x) = x. 
p(t, X) is analytic on TX K” since each a,(t) is analytic on T (Claim 3). 
Thus (d/dt) @(t, x) is likewise analytic, and so also is 3($7(t, x)), since 3is 
polynomial. These two analytic functions agree on the open set R, so they 
agree on TX K”. Similarly, @(O, x) is analytic on K”, equals x on W, and so 
equals x on K”. 
Claim 5. The jlow 6: fi+ K” of the vector field 7 is global, i.e., 
fi=RxK”. 
From Claim 4 we know that d contains TX K”, where @ = @ Let x E K” 
and let J = {t E R ( (t, x) E a}. Then J is an open interval (a, b) containing 
T, we must show that a = -co and b = co. Suppose, on the contrary, that, 
say b < co. Then (see [HS], Ch. 8, Sect. 5) q(t, x) is unbounded on 
(b - 2&, b) for every E > 0. Choose E so that [-E, E] c T, and put f. = 
b - E E J. For s E (--E, E) and t = to + s E (b - 2s, b), 6, is defined on K”, so 
$,(+,,(x)) is defined and equals F,(x). Thus, for t E (b - 2~ b) and 
s = t - to E (-E, E), 
@(t, x) = c a,@> Wo9 xY. Irl<d 
Let M be an upper bound for all la,(s)l for all s E [-E, E] and all r with 
I r I < d. Then I d(t, x)1 < WC ,r,Gd ($(t,, x)‘]), so $(t, x) is bounded for t in 
(b - 26, E); contradiction. 
Claim 6. For each t E R, qZt(x) = @(t, x) is a polynomial function of x. 
Choose an integer m large enough so that s = tjm E T. Since the flow @ is 
global we have 6, = $y on K”. Thus el, being a composite of polynomial 
maps, is polynomial. 
In view of Claim 6,3and rj? inherit the hypotheses made on f and (0. Thus 
m xl = cr a;(f) x’ and, by Claim 3 for 6, each a; is analytic on all of R. 
For ( r( > d, a;(t) = a,(t) = 0 for 1 E T, and so & = 0. Thus all claims of 
Theorem (6.1) are now proved. 
(6.2) COROLLARY. In the setting of Theorem (6.1): 
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(a) The j7ow @ of $ d f e mes a homomorphism t F-+ Fl(x) = Cl,. Sd 
g,(t) x’ from IR to the aflne Cermona group GA”(K) (see Section 3). This 
homomorphism is of bounded degree, d, with analytic coeflcients c,.: IR + K”. 
(b) The Jacobian determinant s(t) = Det(o(@J(x)) depends only on t, 
not x, and defines an analytic homomorphism 6: IR + KX (=K - {O}). 
(c) The divergence off is the constant, 
Div(.&)) (=,$ &/3xi) = d(0). 
(d) Write y(x) = Z(x) + h(x), w ere h 1 is linear and h involves only 
quadratic and higher terms in x. Then Div(h(x)) = 0. 
Assertion (a) is immediate from Theorem (6.1). Assertion (b) follows 
from (a) and Lemma (3.2). Once (c) is proved, (d) follows, since Div(l(x)) is 
constant and Div(h(x)) has zero constant term. To prove (c), finally, we use 
the following lemma. 
(6.3) LEMMA. Let J be a real open interval about 0, and let 
a: J-t M,(K) be a d$erentiable matrix valued finction such that a(0) = I, 
(the identity matrix). Let s(t) = Det(a(t)). Then 6(O) = Tr(ci(0)). 
Let a(t) = (a{(t))l<i,j<, = (a’(t),..., a”(t)), where ai is the jth column 
of a. Then s(t) = Ata’(t),. a”(t)) = Det(a(t)) is a multilinear function of 
the columns, so d(t) = xi”= 1 d(a’(t) ,..., S(t) ,..., a”(t)). Since a(0) = I,, 
d(a’(0) ,..., d’(0) ,..., a”(O)) = d;(O), so 8(O) = Cy=, d;(O) = Tr(d(O)), as 
claimed. 
Now to prove (c) of Corollary (6.2), put a(t) = D(ij,)(x), where x is any 
point of K”. Since d/dt and a/ax, commute on d,(x) = @(t,x) we have 
w = wh)(x) = m” ffv(x> ( since (d/dt) @(t, x) =f(cj(t, x))). Applying 
Lemma (6.3) above to s(t) = Det (a(t)) we obtain s(O) = Tr(ci(0)) = 
Tr(D(yo @J(x)) = Tr(D(T)(x)) = Div(y(x)). This completes the proof of 
Corollary (6.2). 
(6.4) Remark (divergence free vector fields). Let h: K” -+ K” be a 
smooth vector field. Put 
wh = f- (-l)‘-‘hi dx, A ..a Adxi-l Adxi+, A ..a Adx,. 
i=l 
Then clearly 
do, = Div(h) . dx, A ... A dx,. 
Suppose that Div(h) = 0, i.e., that o,, is closed. If n = 1 then h(x) is 
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constant. If n > 2 then (Poincare lemma), w,, = dB for some (n - 2)-form 19, 
say 
We have 
= s I<i<j(n [ 
(-,)i-1 2pl A . . . Gj . . . A &, 
1 
+ (-1)j 2 dx, A . . . zi ..aAa!x, . 
J I 
From this and the equation cc),, = dB we obtain, 
t*> 
In summary, if h = (h, ,..., h,), n > 2, and Div(h) (=C;= 1 LVz,/ax,) = 0 then 
there exist smooth functions g, (1 < i < j < n) such that h, is given by (*) 
for s = I,..., n. 
Consider the low dimensional cases. 
n = 2. If %,/ax, + &/LVr, = 0 there is a g (=glJ such that h, = ag/ax, 
and h, = -ag/ax,. Thus h is Hamiltonian. 
n = 3. If Div(h,, h,, h3) = 0 there are functions k, = gz3, k, = g13, 
k, =g,, such that 
h 1 = 3k,/3x, - ak#x, 
h, = ak,/ax, - ak,/ax, 
h, = ak,lax, - ak,jax, . 
Thus, putting k = (k,, k,, k,), we have h = Curl(k), so h is “solenoidal.” 
(6.5) EXAMPLE. Consider the polynomial plane vector field j(x, y) = 
(6y*, x) discussed in [Ml], end of Section 6. Then f is Hamiltonian, f = 
(-aH/ay, aH/ax) with Hamiltonian function H(x, y) = x2/2 - 2~7~. But the 
flow off is 
qt(x, y) = (\;/2H 9’(At + z), p 9(At + z)), 
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where 1= m, Y(z) is the Weierstrass elliptic function which satisfies the 
differential equation, [S’(z)]” = 4[S(z)]” + 1, and z (in the formula for 
qt(x, y)) is related to (x, y) by the equations, 
x = 2/2H9’(z), y = $%? 9(z). 
This flow is not polynomial, thus violating a possible converse to 
Corollary (6.2). 
II, ONE PARAMETER SUBROUPS OF GA,(K) 
7. Introduction 
In view of Theorem (6.1) and Corollary (6.2), a polynomial flow in K” 
(K = R or C) is given by a homomorphism 
p: R -+ GA,,(K) 
which is analytic and of bounded degree; briefly, o is a one-parameter group 
in GA,,(K). We here consider the problem of classifying such o up to 
conjugation in GA,,(K). This corresponds to classifying the original vector 
field f(x) = aj(0, x) up to polynomial change of coordinates in K” (see 
Section 3). 
This problem can be completely solved for n = 2, using a theorem of Jung 
[J] and van der Kulk [vdK] presenting GA,(K) as an amalgamated free 
product. The main consequence of this is that v, can be conjugated into a 
kind of “nonlinear triangular group” BA,(K). Then by direct, but slightly 
intricate calculations, we can write down explicit normal forms for p. 
Many of the above arguments are purely algebraic, so they are carried out 
with K an arbitrary field, and a homomorphism q: T-+ GA,(K) with T any 
commutative group. As expected, a few “exceptional cases” occur here which 
have no counterpart in the above analytic setting. 
Sections 8, 9, 10 present the background results on amalgamated free 
products, and the consequent reduction to “nonlinear triangular form.” The 
main calculations are then carried out in Section 11 for BA,(K). In 
Section 12 we state some qualitative results for BA,(K) with n > 3. 
8. Amalgamated Free Products 
Let G = A *c B be a group presented as an amalgamated free product of 
subgroups A, B, C. Let A’ [resp., B’] denote a system of representatives of 
the nontrivial cosets Ca, (a E A) [resp., Cb, (b E B)]. Then every g E G has 
a unique representation in the form g = cxi . ..x., where c E C and the xi 
alternate between A’ and B’. The integer m is called the length of g. A subset 
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of G is said to be of bounded length (with respect to the decomposition 
G =A *c B) if the lengths of its elements are bounded. We shall use the 
following result, taken from Serre [JPS], Chap. I, No. 4.3, Theoreme 8. 
(8.1) THEOREM. A subgroup of G = A *c B of bounded length is 
conjugate to a subgroup of A or ofB. 
9. GA,(K) as Amalgamated Free Product 
Let K be any (commutative) field. Let GA,(K) denote the group of 
polynomial automorphisms F = (F1,..., F,) of the affne space K”. Here each 
F, is a polynomial in K[X] = KIXI,...,X,,], the composition is G 0 F = 
(G,(F) ,..., G,(F)), and the identity of GA,,(K) is X= (X ,,..., X,). The degree 
ofFis 
deg(F) = max deg(Fi), 
i 
and the afine group is 
Af,(K) = {FE GA,,(K) I deg(F) < 1). 
The latter is the semi-direct product of GL,(K) = {FE Af,(K) ] F(0) = 0) 
with the group (s”) of translations X + a (a E K”). 
The nonlinear analogue of the triangular subgroup, or “Bore1 subgroup,” 
of GL,(K) is, 
BA,(K) = {FE GA,(K) ] Fi E K[X, ,..., X,], i = l,..., n}. 
If FE BA,(K) then, for each i, Fi=aJi + Hi with aiE KX and 
Hi E K[X, ,..., Xi-l]. We pllt 
Bf,(K) = BA,(K) n Af,(K). 
For n = 2 we have the following basic theorem of Jung [J] and van der 
Kulk [vdK] (see also [N]). 
(91) THEOREM. For any Jield K, 
GA AK) = Af,(K) *Brzw, BA,(K). 
To apply this we shall use: 
(9.2) PROPOSITION (Wright [WI, Prop. 1.9). rfa subgroup H of GA,(K) 
has bounded (polynomial) degree then it has bounded length relative to the 
amalgamated product decomposition in (9.1). 
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In view of Theorem (8.1) above this yields: 
(9.3) COROLLARY. A subgroup H of GA,(K) of bounded (polynomial) 
degree is conjugate to a subgroup of Af,(K) or of BA,(K). 
Wright himself draws this corollary only when H is abelain since he 
(directly) established (8.1) above only in that case, apparently being unaware 
of its validity in general. 
(9.4) EXAMPLES. Let G be a group and q: G --* GA,(K) a homo- 
morphism, i.e., a “nonlinear representation.” This translates into an action 
G x K” -+ K” of G on affine n-space. If q (i.e., q(G)) has bounded degree 
then, when n = 2, we can apply corollary (9.3) to conjugate q(G) into either 
Af,(K) or BA,(K). Following are examples where p is necessarily of bounded 
degree. 
1. (Wright [WI). G is an algebraic group and the action is algebraic. 
Wright, and others, have thus deduced a classification of algebraic group 
actions on the affine plane. 
2. G is a (real) Lie group with finitely many components, K = R or C, 
and v, is continuous, where we topologize GA,(K) as the direct limit of its 
subsets GA,(K), = {F] deg(F) < d}. In this case a, is analytic of some 
bounded degree d, in the sense that p(t) = ClriGd a,(t)F with each 
a,: G + K” analytic. This follows, in the case G = IR, from Theorem (6.1). It 
can be proved by similar arguments in general, or else deduced from the case 
G = iR with the use of one parameter subgroups of G. 
It follows that if a Lie group G as above acts continuously as a group of 
polynomial automorphisms of the plane K2 then the action can be 
conjugated into either Af,(K) or BA,(K). 
10. One Parameter Subgroups of GA,(K) 
Let K = IR or C, and let (D: IR --* GA,,(K) be a homomorphism which is 
continuous, and hence (Theorem (6.1)) analytic of bounded degree. We 
would like to classify such v, up to conjugation in GA,(K). For n = 2 we can 
use the Jung-van der Kulk theorem (9.1) to reduce this to the same problem 
in the triangular group BA,(K). For n > 3 such a reduction is no longer 
possible (see Remark (10.4)). 
(10.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose that C&R) c Af,,(K). 
(C) If K = C then, for some FE Af,(C), 
Fq$F?)F-’ c Bf,(C) c BA,(@). 
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(IR) ZfK = R and n = 2, then,for some FE AS,(R), either (as above) 
Fq$F?) F-’ c Bf#R) c BA,(R), or else, for all t E R, 
Fp(t) F-’ = e”‘(x cos bt + y sin bt, -x sin bt + y cos bt) E GL,(R), 
where a, b E R, b > 0, are constants. 
Recall the semi-direct product decomposition, Af,(K) = K” >a GL,(K), 
where K” represents the subgroup of translations. Writing (p(t) = (u(t), y(t)) 
relative to this decomposition, v is a continuous homomorphism from IR to 
GL,(K). If K = C the commutative group @R) can be conjugated in 
GL,(C) into the triangular group B,(C), say Ft@)F-’ c B,(C). Then 
Fq(lR) F-’ c K” >a B,(C) = B&(C), thus proving (C). 
Suppose now that K = IR and n = 2. Either I@) c GL,(F?) stabilizes a 
line in IF?*, and so can be conjugated into B,(IR), and we can conclude as 
above, or else w( I?) acts irreducibly on IR ‘. In the latter case the real algebra 
C of 2 x 2 matrices spanned by I@) is isomorphic to C. We can choose 
such an isomorphism so that, identifying C with C and IR2 with G, w  
becomes a linear character v/: I3 -+ C ‘, y(t) = e”, with z = a + bi, a, b E R, 




cos bt -sin bt 
sin bt cos bt ) ’ 
and so y(t) = e”(x cos bt + y sin bt, -x sin bt + y cos bt) in our GA,(R)- 
notation. Now write q(t) = (u(t), W(t)) with o: I? -+ I?*. We have q(t + s) = 
(WY wW>(u(sh ~4s)) = (f(t) + 644 u(s), 44 v(s)). Since dt + s> = cp(s + t> 
we have u(t) + v(t) u(s) = v(s) + w(s) u(t), so (v(s) - 0 w  = (v4> - 1) u(s)- 
Choose s so that v(s) #I. Then it is clear from the form of v above that 
t&s) --I is invertible, and it clearly commutes with y(t). Thus u(t) = 
(y(t) -I) w, where w  = (v(s) - I)-’ u(s). Now conjugate (p by F = (w, I) 
to obtain Fq$t) F-’ = (w, I)(u(t), ty(t))(-w, I) = (w + u(t), y(t))(-w, I) = 
(w + u(t) - y(t) w, v(t)) = (0, y(t)) E GL,(R). This concludes the proof of 
(RI* 
(10.2) PROPOSITION. Suppose that n = 2, i.e., that (D is a continuous 
homomorphism from R to GA,(K). 
(C) If K = C then q(R) is conjugate to a subgroup of BA,(C). 
(IR) If K = R then either (as above) q(R) is conjugate to a subgroup 
ofBA,(lR), or else, for some FE GA,(R) we have, for all t E R, 
Fp(t) F-’ = enf(x cos bt + y sin bt, -x sin bt + y cos bt) 
where a, b E R, b > 0 are constants. 
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In fact, by Corollary (9.3), either yl(lR) can be conjugated into M,(K), 
and we are done, else into AJ;(K), in which case we apply Proposition (10.1) 
to conclude the proof. 
(10.3) Remark. Consider a flow as in (10.2) (IF?) above, 
qf(x, y) = ea’(x cos bt + y sin bt, -x sin b + y cos bt) 
with a, b E R, b > 0. Then gt(x, y) = q,(x, y) t beaf(-x sin bt t y cos bt, -x 
cos bt -y sin bt), so the corresponding vector field is 
f(x, y) = q&(x, y) = a@, Y) + b( y, -x) = (QX + by, -bx + a~>. 
the linear vector field defined by the matrix (_nb*=). The trajectories of the 
dynamical system, (i,$) =f(x, y) are circles about 0 if a = 0; if a # 0 they 
are exponential spirals with 0 as a sink for a < 0, and 0 as a source for 
a > 0. (See [HS], p. 94, Fig. E, and p. 95, Fig. F.) 
(10.4) Remark. When K = C it is natural to ask whether, as in the case 
n = 2 above, rp(lR) can always be conjugated into the triangular group 
M,(C). Unfortunately this fails already for n = 3. In fact it is shown in [B] 
that the following is a counterexample: 
p: R - GA,(G), 
rp,(x, y, z) = (x, y + txw, z - 2tyw - x(tw>*), 
where w = xz + y*. This example actually defines an algebraic action of the 
additive group C on affine 3-space which cannot be triangularized. 
Il. One Parameter Subgroups of BA,(K) 
Let K be a field, and let T be an (additive) abelian group. We aim to 
classify homomorphisms ~0: T+ BA,(K) up to conjugation in BA,(K). We 
are particularly interested in the analytic case, when K = R or C, T = R, and 
q is continuous, and hence analytic of bounded degree (Theorem (6.1)). 
An element F of BA,(K) has the form 
F = F(x, y) = (ax t c, by +p(x)), 
where u,bEKX, c E K, and p(x) E K[x]. If qr = (ax + y,py + n(x)) is 
another element of BA,(K) then F 0 rp = (u(ax t 7) t C, b(py t R(X)) + 
p(ax + y)), so that 
(ax t c, by t p(x)) . (ax + Y, PY t n(x)) 
= (uax + (ur + c), bDy + (h(x) t ~(ax t Y))). 
(1) 
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It follows that 
F-l = (ax + c, by +p(x))-’ 
= (a-‘(x - c), b-‘(y -p(a-‘(x - c)))). 
(2) 
Thus conjugation is given by 
FqF- ’ = (ax + c, by + p(x))+ + Y, Py + +))(ux + c, by + p(x)) - ’ 
= (ax + uy + (1 - a) c, py + h(x,) + dP(X)) 
(3) 
where 
x,=u-‘(x-c) and dp(x) =p@x, + Y) - PPW (4) 
Now consider a homomorphism qx T+ BA *(K) as above, 
Pf = %(X7 Y)= (a(0 + r(t), #WY +a x)>. (5) 
From (1) we see that 
(Df+s = (46 4s) x + (46 Y(S) + Y(t)), 
P(f) P(s) Y + P(t) $s, x> + W, 44 x + I@))). 
(6) 
It follows that 
a, p: T + K x are homomorphisms, 
y: T+ K satisfies r(t + s) = a(t) y(s) + r(t), 
K: T-+ K[x] satisfies 




(11.1) LEMMA, Let a, /3: T+ KX be homomorphisms, and let y: T+ K by 
a map satisfying 
r(f + s> = 44 y(s) + r(t) P(s). (10) 
(0) If a =/I then s(t) =/l(t)-’ y(t) is a homomorphism 6: T-t K. 
(1) If a # /3 then there is u c E K such that r(t) = (/3(t) - a(t))c for all 
CE T. 
If a = p then dividing (10) by P(t + s) yields s(t + s) = 6(s) + s(t), whence 
(0). If a #/? choose s E T with a(s) #p(s). Since a(t) y(s) + y(t)@(~) = 
y(t + s) = y(s f t) = a(s) r(t) + y(s)P(t) we have W(s) - a(s)) y(t) = 
(/3(t) - a(t)) y(s) so (1) follows by taking c = v(s) - a(s))--’ Y(S) E K. 
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(11.2) LEMMA. Let (p: T-+ BA,(K) be a homomophism as in (5) above. 
(0) If a = 1 then y: T-r K is a homomorphism. 
(1) If a # 1 there is a c E K such that y(t) = (a(t) - 1)c for all t E T. 
Putting F = (x + c, y) (E BA,(K)) we have 
Fyl,F-’ = (u(t) x,P(t)y + n(t, x - c)). (11) 
The claims about y follow from Lemma (1 l.l), with /I = 1. The 
conjugation formula (11) then follows from (3). 
Since we are interested in q only up to conjugation in BA,(K) we may 
assume that either (0) a = 1 and y: T+ K is a homomorphism, or (1) a # 1 
and y = 0. 
Finally, consider 
7r(t, x) = y n,(t) xr. 
r>0 
Here rc,: T-+ K and, for each t E T, q(t) = 0 for all but finitely many r. If 
d > 1 then a, (or equivalenty, x) has bounded degree <d if II, = 0 for all 
r > d. It is clear from (9) that 7c has bounded degree on anyfinitely generated 
subgroup of T. 
The functional equation (9) for x translates into the system of equations 
q(t + s) = P(t) n,(s) + 1 i 1 r ‘,” y”(s) arcs> 74.+,(t) /?I>0 
= P(t) n,(s) + a’(s)(Q) + (r + 1) y(s) n,+ I(t) 
r+2 
+ 2 l 1 Y2W ?+2W + **-I. (12L 
If q has bounded degree <d we have, in particular, 
nd(t + s, = &) ;71d(s) + ad(s> 71d(t)7 
and 
(12)d 
rd-,(t + s)=P(t) ndpl@) + ad-1 6)tnd- I@> + 4@) 71d(f))* (12)d- 1 
Our aim now is to simplify the form of n(t, x) via conjugation by F = 
(x, y +I+)>, P(X) E K[xl, to obtain (see (3)), 
vvI = Frp,F-’ = (a(t) x + y(t), P(t) y + x(t, x) + Ap(t, x)), (13) 
where 
AN, x> =pW x + y(t)> -P(t)&). (14) 
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Thus wI is obtained from qt by simply replacing ?r(t, x) by 
q(t, x) = n(t, x) + dp(t, x). (15) 
The resulting normal forms for We are given in the following theorem. 
(11.3) THEOREM. Assume that the field K has characteristic zero. Let 
(p: T+ BA,(K) be a homomorphism, as in (5). Then there is an F = 
(x + G Y + P(X)) (c E K, P(X) E K]xl) such that wI = Frp,F-’ has one of the 
following forms, when rp has bounded degree. 
1. [a= l,P# 11, Wt = (x + r(t)9 P(t) Y). 
2. [a= 1,p= l,)J#O], t,uI = (x + y(t), y + d(t)), 6: T+ K a homo- 
morphism. 
3. [a = 1,p= 1, y = 01, yt = qt = (x, y + n(t, x)), n: T-P K[x] a homo- 
morphism (of bounded degree). 
4. [a# l,ad#P’dE N], wl=(a(t)x,P(t)y). 
5. 
[ 
a has infinite order, 
I 
vt = (a(t) 4 a”@>0 + 44 xd>), 
ad = B for some d E N 6: T + K a homomorphism. 
6. 
[ 
a hasfinite order m > 1 
I 
yt = (a(t) x, ad(t)(y + x1(& xm) xd)), 
B=adwithO<d<m n,:T+K[x]ahomomorphism 
(of bounded degree). 
When v, has unbounded degree vyl has one of the following forms. 
3’. As in 3, but x(t, x) has unbounded degree. 
6’. As in 6, but ~,(t, x) has unbounded degree. 
7. a(T) is an infinite torsion group in K ‘, B = ad for some 
endomorphism d E E = End(a(T)), there is an infinite subset R of N such 
that, 
(*) if t E T and a(t) has order m, then r = d mod m,E for all but 
finitely many r E R, 
and there are elements c, E Kx (r E R) such that, with p(x) = cr,, C,X’ and 
Ap(t, X) =p(a(t) X) - B(t)p(x) = CreR c,(a’(t> -B(t)) xr (E @I in view of 
(*)), we have: 
7a. If d & N, vt = (a(t) x, P(t>r + AP(& x>). 
7b. If d E N, w1 = (a(t) x, ad(t)( y + s(t) x”) + dP(4 X)), 
6: T+ K a homomorphism. 
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The Cases a = 1 
Then qt = (x + y(t), @(t)~ + x(t, x)) with y: T + K a homomorphism (8). 
The case a = 1, ,f3 = 1, y = 0. 7hen z T j K[x] is a homomorphism, by 
(9), whence case 3 if z is of bounded degree, and case 3’ if z is of 
unbounded degree. 
The case a = 1, 7c has (bounded) degree <d. Then (12), and (1 2)d- I 
take the forms 
XdQ + s> = P(t) Xd(S) + TdW (161, 
q,-,(t + 8) =PW rid-l(s) + rid-l(t) +&(s) ~40 (16X-, 
We shall show, by induction on d, that if p # 1 or y # 0, there is a 
p(x) E K[x] such that x(t, x) = dp(t, x) + s(t), 6: T+ K a homomorphism, 
with 6 = 0 if /I # 1. Once this is shown we can take F = (x, y -p(x)) to 
obtain vr = Fq*F-’ as in case 1 ifp# 1, and case2 if/?= 1, y#O. 
Thecasea=l,~=1,y#O,nbounded. Sincen,-,(t+s)=n,-,(s+t) 
it follows from (16),-i that dy(s) n,(t) = dy(t) Q(S). Choose s SO that 
y(s) # 0. Since char(K) = 0 we conclude that, if d > 1, n,(t) = y(t) cd 
where cd = rrd(s)/y(s) E K. Let pi(x) = csdt ‘/(d + 1); then dpi(t, x) = 
(Cd/@ + I))(@ + Y(f))“+ ‘--Xdtl ) = (cd/(d+ l))~~EO(d;l)~(t)d+l-r~r = 
cdy(t) xd + (terms of degree < d). It follows that n(t, x) = dp,(t, x) + rc’(t, x) 
with deg(rr’) < d. By induction (see (13)) we can write ~‘(t, x) = 
dp,(t, x) + s(t) for some pZ(x) E K[x] and homomorphism 6: T+ K. Taking 
p(x) =pi(x) +p2(x), this proves our claim: n(t, x) = dp(t, x) + s(t). 
(11.4) Remark. The assumption that char(K) = 0 in Theorem (11.3) is 
used only in treating the above case, a = 1, j3 = 1, y # 0. In this case, if 
char(K) > 0, w1 could have a more complicated form than given in 
Theorem (11.3), and conceivably 9, could even be of unbounded degree, 
contrary to the case of characteristic zero. All other cases of Theorem (11.3) 
are valid, as stated, in any characteristic, since we shall make no use of the 
characteristic zero assumption in the other cases. 
The case a = 1, /I # 1, 7c bounded. Lemma (11.1) applied to (1 6)d implies 
that n,(t) = c,(l -P(t)) for some cd E K. With p,(x) = c&cd we have 
dp,(t, x) = cd((x + ~(t))~ -P(t) xd) = cd( 1 -P(t)) xd + (terms of degree <d), 
so ?r(t, x) = Ap,(t, x) + rc’(t, x) with deg(n’) < d. By induction ~‘(t, x) = 
Ap,(t, x) for some p2(x) E K[x], so x(&x) = Ap(t, x), where p(x) = 
p,(x) +p*(x), as claimed. 
The case a = 1, /3 # 1 or y # 0, and 71 is unbounded. We must show that 
this case cannot occur. Let T, c T be a finitely generated subgroup of T on 
601/55/2-l 
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which either p # 1 or y # 0. Then 0 has bounded degree on To---this is clear 
from (9~so, by the cases treated above, we can conjugate ‘pI by some 
(x, y -p(x)) to obtain vt = (x + y(r), PI + q(f, x)) where G, x> 
coincides with s(t) = rri(t, 0) for t E To; if /3 # 1 then S(T,) = 0, and, if /I = 1, 
y # 0, then 6: T,,+K is a homomorphism. If /3 # 1 choose s E T,, with 
p(s) # 1. If t E T then from (9) we have n,(t + s,x) =/I(t) x,(s, x) + 
n,(t, x + Y(S)) = n,(t, x + Y(S)), while 7c,(s + t, x) = /3(s) q(t, x) + 
qs, x + r(Q) = B(s) q(G x), so j?(s) 7r,(t, x) = n,(t, x + y(s)). Since p(s) # 1 
we see by considering leading coefficients that rr,(t, x) = 0, whence 71, = 0, so 
w1 (and (p,) are bounded. 
If /3 = 1 choose s E To with y(s) # 0 and apply (9) to obtain, for 
t E T, q(t + s, x) = n,(s, x) + nl(t, x + y(s)) = 6(s) + q(t, x + y(s)), while 
x,(s + t, x) = q(t, x) + q(s, x + y(t)) = q(t, x) + 6(s). It follows that 
n,(t, x + y(s)) = x,(t, x), so the roots of ~i(f, x) are stable under translation 
by y(s) # 0. Since char(K) = 0 we have n,(t, x) E K, i.e., rr, = 6: T + K, and 
by (9), 6 is a homomorphism. In particular K, (and qt) are bounded. 
The Cases a # 1 
By Lemma (11.2) we may, after conjugating (p by (x + c, y), for some 
c E K, assume further that 
y = 0. 
We can thus write some of the formulas above as follows: 
‘Pt = (44 4 PO) Y + a xl> (5) 
r(t + s, x) = P(t) n(s, x) + n(t, a(t) x) (91 
q(t + s) = P(t) q(s) + n,(t) W). (12)r 
Applying Lemma (11.1) to (12), gives 
If a’ = p then n,(f) =/3(t) s,(t) for some homomorphism 6,: T + K. (17),, 
If a’ #/I then z,(t) = (J?(t) - a’(t)) c, for some c, E K. (17)l 
Put 
J=J(a,/3)= {rE N Iar=P}. (18) 
In view of (17), and (17), we can write 
where 
?r& x) = x d,(t) xr 
TEJ 
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defines a homomorphism zJ: T-1 K[x], and p(x) = CrQJ c,Y E K[ [xl], so 
that 
4G xl =P(aW x> - Ptt)P(x) = s c,@‘(t) -P(t)) xr 
reJ 
belongs to K[X] for each t E T. 
If p(x) is a polynomial, e.g., if rt has bounded degree, then we can 
conjugate v)~ by (x, y +p(x)) to obtain w1 = (a(t) x, P(t)(y + zJ(t, x))). If 
J = 0 then rcJ = 0 and we have case 4. If J # 0 let d be the least element of 
J. If a has infinite order then J = {d}, nJ(t, x) = s,(t) xd, and we have case 5. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that a has finite order m; m > 1 since a # 1, and 
clearly 0 ,< d < m, and J= d + Nm. Therefore we can write n,(t,x) = 
z,(t, xm) xd for some homomorphism zi: T-P K[x], and we have case 6 if 71, 
is bounded, case 6’ if rt, is unbounded. 
It remains only to show that ifp(x) is not polynomial then we have case 7. 
So assume that R = {r & J ] c, # 0} is infinite. For t E T let m,, 1 < m, < 00, 
denote the order of a(t) E KX, and let J1 = {I E N ( a’(t) =&t)}. Since 
444 4 = IL,, crtartt> -P(t)> xr is a polynomial, Jt contains all but finitely 
many elements of R. Hence J,, like R, is infinite, so m, < co, and a(T) is a 
torsion group. Moreover a’(t) =&t) for T E J, f? R. Such integers r are 
uniquely determined modulo m,, and define an endomorphism d, of the 
cyclic group (a(t)) generated by a(t): a(t)df = a(t)’ =/I(t) for all r E Jt Cl R. 
Since a(T) is a filtered union of such cyclic groups (a(t)) (t E T), and since 
p is a homomorphism, the endomorphisms d, lit together to define an 
endomorphism d E E = End(a(T)) such that /3(t) = a(t)d for all t E T. Since 
E/m,E % End ((a(t))), by restriction, we have d = d, = r mod m, E for all 
r E Jt n R, hence for almost all r E R. 
Suppose that a(T) were finite, hence cyclic, say a(T) = (a(Q). Then 
JI, = J = {r 1 a” = /3}, so J n R = Jt, n R is infinite, contradicting the fact that 
Jn R = 0, by definition of R. Thus a(T) is infinite, so we may identify L 
with a subring of E. If d 6!? N we have J = 0 and z(t, x) = dp(t, x), whence 
case 7a. If d E N we have J= {d}, zJ(t, x) = ad(t) ad(t)xd, and rc(t, x) = 
n,(t,x) + dp(t, x), whence case 7b. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem (11.3). 
(11.5) EXAMPLES (of unbounded degree). 
1. Let T = K[x] and ql = (x, y + t) (t E K[x]). This is an example of 
case 3’. 
2. Let T = (a) x K[x], where a E KX is a root of unity of order 
m> 1. Choose d, 0 <d < m. For t = (a’,f(x)) E T define v)~ = 
(arx, adr( y +f(x”) x”)). This gives an example of case 6’. 
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3. LetK=C,T=Q.2a.ChoosedEZand,fortEQ.2zput 
p)t = (e?x, eid’(y + &Jd,fXd) + n(t, x)) 
where 
x(t, x) = S (,iW+mU _ ,idf) xd+m!, 
m 
summing over all m for which m! + d > 0. This gives an example of case 7a 
when d < 0 (so a,,,,, = 0) and of case 7b when d > 0 (so I!?,,,,, = 1). 
(11.6) COROLLARY. Let q, E&f,(K). Then 9, is conjugate in &4,(K) to 
an element of one of the following forms. 
(1) @,PY) GoEKX). 
(2) (x+ LPY) CgEK’). 
(3) (x,y tp(x)) (p(x) E K[x] a manic polynomial). 
(4) (SPY) (a,PEKX,aZ 1). 
(5) (ax,ad(y+xd)) (aEKX, a# 1, dEZ, d> 1). 
(6) (ax, ad( y tp(x”) xd) (a E Kx hasjkife order m > 1, 0 < d < m, 
and p(x) E K[X] is manic of degree > 1.) 
We apply Theorem (11.3) to the cyclic group T= Z and the 
homomorphism cp: H --t &l,(K) sending 1 to ‘pi. This must be of bounded 
degree, so we have six possible cases for the conjugate w1 of q,: 
1. (x+y,Py) (YEK,PEK~,DZ 1). 
2. (x + y, Y t 6) (Y, 6 E K, Y f 0). 
3. (4 Y + P(X)) (P(X) E Kbl)- 
4. (ax,/3y) (a,BE KX, a# 1, ad#/3 VdE N). 
5. (ax, ad(y + 6~~)) (a E KX has infinite order, d E N, and 6 E K). 
6. (ax, ad(y tp(x”) x”) (a E KX has finite order m > 1, 0 < d < m, 
and p(x) E K[x]). 
In case 1, we have (I) if y=O; if y#O we conjugate by (y-*x,y) to 
obtain (2). A similar conjugation in case 2 allows us to render y and 6 both 
either 0 or 1. If y=O we are in ease(3) if 6= 1, and, if 6=0, in ease(2) 
with/?=l; so assumey-1. Then6=Ogivescase(2),withP=l.If8=1 
we conjugate (x + l,yy + 1) by (x, y -x) to obtain (x + 1, y) in case (2) 
again. In case 3, p(x) = 0 gives (1) with p = 1; if p(x) # 0 has leading coef- 
ficient c we can conjugate by (x, c-‘y) to makep(x) manic, whence case (3). 
Case 4 is part of (4). In case 5 either 6 = 0, which gives case (4), or 6 # 0, 
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and we can conjugate by (x, a-‘y) to make 6 = 1, giving case (3) if d = 0, 
and case (5) if d > 1. In case 6, either p(x) = 0, which gives (4), or else we 
can make p(x) manic, as in case 3, so as to obtain (6). This concludes the 
proof of Corollary (11.6). 
(11.7) CORROLLARY. Let K = R or C and let rp: R + M,(K) be a 
continuous homomorphism. Then there is an F = (a,x + cO, b, y +p,Jx)) E 
M,(K) (c, E K; a,, b, E KX; pO(x) E K[x]) such that v/~ = Fq,F-’ has one 
of the following forms: 
(1) tyt = (x, e”‘y> (b E K). 
(2) tyt = (x + t, e”‘y) (b E K). 
(3) vt = (x. y +p(x) t) @(x> E K[x] monk). 
(4) tyt = (ea’x, e”‘y) (a E K ‘, b E K). 
(5) I,U~ = (e”‘x, eod’( y + txd)) (a E Kx, d E N). 
We need only show that these cover all possible cases in Theorem (11.3). 
Since q~ has bounded degree (Theorem (6.1)), cases 3’, 6’ and 7 of (11.3) are 
excluded. Further the continuous homomorphisms a, /I: R -+ Kx have the 
form a(t) = e”,B(t) = ebf for some a, b E K. If a # 0 then a has infinite 
order, so case (11.3) 6 is also excluded. 
Case (11.3)1. w,=(x+ct,ebfy) for some cEK. If c=O we have (1) 
above. If c # 0 we can conjugate by (c-lx, y) to obtain (2) above. 
Case (11.3)2. w,=(x+ct,y+dt) with cEKX, dEK. If d=O 
conjugate by (c-lx, y) to obtain (2) above (with b = 0). If d # 0 conjugate 
by (c-lx, d-‘y) to obtain (x + 1, y + t). Then conjugate further by (x, y -x) 
to obtain (2) above (with b = 0). 
Case (11.3)3. 1~~ = (x, y +p(x) t) with p(x) E K[x]. If p(x) = 0 we have 
(1) above (with b = 0). If p(x) # 0 conjugate by (x, dP ‘y), where d is the 
leading coefficient of p(x), and we obtain case (3) above. 
Case (11.3)4. vr = (e”‘x, e”‘y) as in (4) above. 
Case (11.3)5. wI = (entx, eadt( y + ctxd)), where a E Kx, d E N, and 
c E K. If c = 0 we are in case (4) above. If c # 0 we can conjugate by 
(x, c-‘y) to obtain case (5) above. 
(11.8) THEOREM, Let K = R or C. Let q: R -+ GA JK) be the polynomial 
flow associated to the smooth vector field f(x, y) = (d/(dt)) q~,(x, y)l,=,. 
There is an FE GA,(K) such that I,U~ = Fp,F-‘, and g(x, y) = 
W>(X~Y)-!W(X~Y)) ( w h ere D(F) denotes the derivative of F: K2 + K2) 
have one of the following forms: 
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(1) vf = (x, ebfy), g = (0, by) (b E K). 
(2) wf = (x + 4 e”?), g = (1, by) (b E K). 
(3) wf = (X,Y +P(x> t), g = (&P(X)) @(xl E +I, monk of degree 
21). 
(4) iyf = (eofx, ebfy), g = (ax, by) (a, b E KX). 
(5) tyf = (eafx, eadf (y + txd)), g = (ax, ady + xd) (a E K ‘, d E L, 
d> 1). 
When K = R we must add the following case: 
(4)n wf = e”‘(x cos bt + y sin bt, -x sin bt + y cos bt), g = (ax + by, 
uy - bx) (a, b E R, b > 0). 
The above cuses are mutually nonconjugate in GA,(K) except for the 
conjugacy of (ea’x, e”‘y) and (eb’x, e”‘y) in case (4). 
According to Proposition (10.2), either we have K = R and case (4)n, or 
else v)n can be conjugated into BA,(K), whereupon we can apply 
Corollary (11.7) to obtain one of its live cases. We have made them more 
restrictive, as follows. In case (3) we have taken deg(p(x)) > 1; otherwise 
p(x) = 1, and (x, y + t) is conjugate in GA,(K) to (x + t, y), which is 
case (2)b=0. In case (4) we exclude b = 0, since (ea’x, y) is conjugate to 
(x, ea’y) in case (1). Finally we exclude d = 0 in case (5), since (e”‘x, y + t) 
is conjugate to (x + t, e”‘y) in case (2). 
We now distinguish the cases modulo conjugacy in GA,(K). Case (4)R is 
the only case not conjugatable into BA,(K). Alternatively, it is characterized 
by having a unique fixed point, and an irreducible tangent space action there. 
We show now that the remaining cases are mutually nonconjugate in 
GA,(C), but for the stated exception in case (4). 
Consider first the action of wIR on the polynomial algebra C [x, y]. It may 
be semi-simple, or locally unipotent, or neither. We further consider the fixed 
point set Z of the action of wIR on C2. 
The action on C [x, y] is semi-simple only in cases (1) and (4), where 
Z=C2for(l)b=0,C={y=O}for(l)b+0,and.?Y={0}for(4). 
The action on C [x, y] is locally unipotent only in cases (l)b=O, (2)b=0, 
arid(3), whereC=C2for(l),=,,~=f2Jfor(2),and~={(x,y))p(x)=O} 
for (3). 
It remains to distinguish cases (2)b,, and (5), where the action on @[x, y] 
is neither semi-simple nor unipotent. But Z = 0 in case (2), and 2 = {0} in 
case (5). 
Finally, apart from the conjugacy of (eatx, e”‘y) and (ebfx, e”‘y) in 
case (4), we must exclude any further conjugacies within cases. In cases (l), 
(2), and (4) the constants b (resp. a, b) can be intrinsically determined by 
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considering either tangent space actions at fixed points, or else the characters 
involved in the action on G [x, y]. 
In case (3), p(x) is the unique manic generator of the ideal generated by 
all f(w,(x, Y>) -fb Y> (fE C ix, Y I). 
In case (5), a and d can be determined from the tangent space action at 
the (unique) fixed point, 0. 
In case (4)R, a and b are similarly determined by the tangent space action 
at the (unique) fixed point, 0. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem (11.7). 
The following corollary and remarks respond to Question (2.2) above, in 
the case n = 2. 
(11.9) COROLLARY. Let K = IR or C, and let TE GA,(K). Then T= ‘p, 
for some polynomial j7ow ~0: F? + GA,(K) and t E IR lr T is conjugate in 
GA,(K) to an element of one of the following forms. 
(1) (x,/3y)(PEKX,/3>OifK=iR). 
(2) (x+l,~y)(jIEKX,~>OifK=R). 
(3) (x, y +p(x)) (p(x) E K[x], manic of degree > 1). 
(4) (ax,Py) (a-/? E KX -a# 1, a,p>O ifK=lR). 
(5) (ax,ad(y+xd))(aKX,a#l,a>OifK=IR,dEZ,d>l). 
When K = IR we must add the following case: 
(4)R a(x cos b + y sin b, -x sin b + y cos b) (a, b > 0). 
In particular T is then conjugate to an element of BA,(K) if K = 6, and, if 
K = IF?, to an element of either BA,(lR) or GL,(lR). 
If T = oI with t # 0 then, by reparametrizing p, we can take t = 1. Then 
the cases listed are exactly those of Theorem (11.7) with t = 1, whence the 
corollary. 
(11.10) Remarks. 1. It follows easily from the Jung-van der Kulk 
theorem (9.1) that not every element T of GA,(K) can be conjugated into 
either BA,(K) or Af,(K); indeed “most” elements cannot be so conjugated. 
For example, if FE BA,(K)--Bfz(K) and G E Af,(K)-Bfz(K) then FG and 
GF cannot be so conjugated. In particular, when K = R or 6, they belong to 
no polynomial flow as in (11.9). 
2. One may nonetheless ask, when K = R or C, whether an element 
F = (ax + r,Py + n(x)) E BA,(K) belongs to a polynomial flow, i.e., 
whether F is, up to conjugacy in GA,(K), of one of the forms (l),..., (5) of 
(11.9). We know that F is, up to conjugacy in BA,(K), of one of the forms 
(1) ,..., (6) of (11.6). 
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If K = IR then F belongs to a polynomial flow iff a > 0 and /I > 0. The 
necessity is clear from (11.9). Suppose, conversely, that a > 0, /I > 0. This 
condition excludes case (6) of (11.6). Cases (l), (2), (4), (5) of (11.6) with 
a > 0, /3 > 0 coincide with the corresponding cases of (11.9). In case (3) of 
(11.6) we have (x,y) +p(x)) with p(x) E K[x] manic. If deg(p(x)) > 1 we 
have (3) of (11.9). Otherwise p(x)= 1, and (x,~ + 1) is conjugate to 
(x + l,~), in case (2) of (11.9) with /.I = 1. 
Suppose that K = C. Then, as in the real case, we see that F belongs to a 
polynomial flow iff F is, up to conjugacy in GA,(C), of one of the forms 
(l),..., (6) of (11.6). The excluded case (6) of (11.6) occurs only when a has 
finite order m > 1 and /I is a power of a, say /3 = ad, 0 < d < m. Then F can 
be conjugated in M,(C) to the form (ax, ad(y +p(x”) x”)) where 
p(x) E K[x] is manic. If p(x) = x’, a power of x, we are in case (5) of (11.6) 
with d replaced by d + rm, so F belongs to a polynomial flow. If, however, 
p(x) is not a power of x then F does not belong to a polynomial flow. For 
example, taking a=-1, d=O,p(x)=x+ 1, F=(-x,y+x’+ l)EBA,(C) 
does not belong to a polynomial flow. 
12. One Parameter Subgroups of BA,(K) 
Let K=R or 6, and let o: IR + GA,(K) be the polynomial flow 
corresponding to a (polynomial) vector field f: K” + K”. We shall here 
discuss those o which can be conjugated into either Af,(K) or into BA,(K). 
This is motivated by Proposition (10.2) which assures that, for n = 2, all 
such o can be so conjugated. Note, however that, for n > 3, this is no longer 
the case (Remark (10.4)). 
Flows in Af”(K) arise from linear nonhomogeneous differential equations 
with constant coefficients, 
i=Ax+B, 
where A E GL,(K), B E K”. The corresponding flow is 
x(t) = rp(t, x0) = ear (x,, +lie-*‘Bds). 
It can be normalized by putting the matrix A in a suitable normal form, and 
then simplifying B, as in the proof of Proposition (10.2)@). 
Now consider a flow q: R + BA,(K). It must have the form 
fpl(x) = (ealtxl +pl(t), e”*‘xz +p2(t, x1),..., e”n’x, 
+ P”& Xl ,-**’ x,-I>>, (1) 
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where pr(t, x, ,..., x,-,) E K[x, ,... x,-~ ] for each t E R. The corresponding 
vector field is 
f(x) = f %@)I,= 0 
= (alxl + ql, a2x2 + q2@,L... as, + qn(xl,..., x,- ,>>, (2) 
where qr(xl ,..., x,- 1) = (d/dt)p,(t, x, ,..., x,-J=,,. The one parameter group 
property, v)~+$(x) = rpl(x) rp, (x), leads to the functional equation for p, 
p,(t + s, x1 ,..., x,-J = e’k(h x, ,..., x,-J 
+p,(t, e”l’x, +p,(s) ,..., earmlsx,_, +pr- ,(s, x1 ,..., x,-,>I. (3) 
Applying d/dt, and then setting t = 0, yields 
Ij,(s, x, . . . . . x r-,) = arPr(h x, ,..-, x,- 1) 
+ qr(ealSxl +p,(s),.... e”‘-lsx,-, +pr-,(s,x, ,..., -x-J>. (4) 
This differential equation can be solved, noting that p,(O, x, ,..., x,- 1) = 0, to 
give 
P,(C x1 ,..., x,- 1 ) - ear’ j: e - -nGqr(ealsx, 
+ p,(x) ,..., e”r~‘S~,~ 1 + P,- I@, x, ,..., x,- 2)) ds. (5) 
Equations (5) inductively determine the polynomials p, from the polynomials 
q, in the vector field (2). For example, for r = 1, q, is constant, and we have 
(=q,tifa,=O). 
Of course one would like, as above for the case n = 2, to simplify the form 
of Ed and f via conjugation in BA,(k). This can be approached inductively, as 
we now illustrate for n = 3. 
Denoting the variables x,y, z, we can write ‘pI(x, y, z) = (e”x +p,(t), 
ebfy+p,(t,x),eC’z+p,(t,x,y)) and f(x,y,z)=(ax+q,,by+q,(x),cz+ 
q3(x,y)). After conjugation by an element of the subgroup BA,(K) of 
BA,(K), we can assume the first two components are in one of the five 
normal forms of Corollary (11.7). 
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(eafx +pl(t), e”‘y +P2(4 Xl) (ax + 417 bY + q*(x)) 
1. (x, e”‘y) 
2. (x + t,eb’y) 
3. (X,Y + q*(x) 4 
4. (eafx,eb’y) 





(ax, ady + Xd) 
Next we propose to conjugate by an element F in BA,(K) of the form F = 
(x, y, uz + h(x, y)) where u E KX and h(x, y) E K[x, y]. This will leave 
unchanged the normalized first two components of cp and$ 
Rather than work on (p and v = FqF-‘, as in Section 11, we shall focus 
on the transform g off, which, by Section 3, is given by 
g(x, y, z) = f”(x, Y, z) - ’ . f(F(x, Y, z)>. 
Here we interpretef as a column vector, and F’ denotes the Jacobian matrix, 
Thus 
where 
&(x, y) = ch(x, y) - (ax + SJ h,(X,Y) - (by + h(X)) Ux,y)* 
Note that Ah is a K-linear function of h. We are thus at liberty to modify q3 
by any polynomial of the form Ah, and then multiply it by a non-zero scalar. 
In this way we obtain, for each of the five two-dimensional cases above, 
the following three-dimensional cases, for 
g(x,y,z) =F’(x,Y,z)-‘f(F(x,~, z)>, 
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where 
F(& Y, z) = (Xl Y, u.2 + h(x, Y)). 
From (5) (with r = 3) we can then as well determine 
1. (CfZbN) g=(O,by,cz) 
y, = (x, ebfy, e”z) 
1. (b=O, g = (O>O, %(X3 Y)) 
c = 0) wt = (Xl Y1 z + q&5 Y> t> 
1. (b#O, g = (0, by, bdz + s(x)yd) 
c=bd, yt = (x, ebfy, ebdt(z + q(x) ydt)) 
dE IN) q(x) E K[x] either 0 or manic 
2. g=(Lby,cz) 
yt = (x, ebfy, ecfz) 
3. (CfO) g = (03 q*(x), cz) 
vt = (x3 Y + 9Ax) 6 ecfz) 
3. (c=O) g = (03 q*(x), 4% Y>> 
v’r = (x3 Y + G(X) 4 z + 4(x, Y) f> 
q(x, y) can be modified modulo q*(x) K[x, y] and multiplied 
by non-zero scalars. 
4. g = (ax, by, cz + q(x, y)) 
vt = (eatx, ebty, ecf(z + q(x, y) t) 
q(x, y) involves only monomials xrys for which ar + bs = c. 
5. (c 6C UN) g = (ax, ady + xd, cz) 
yt = (e”‘x, eadt(y + xdt), ecfz) 
5. (c = ad’, g = (ax, ady + xd, ad’z + 6xd ‘-“y”) 
d’ E N) wt = (e”x, eadf( y + xdt), cad” [z + 
axX(d’-(s+l)d) 
s+l 
x ((y + xdqs+ ’ - ys+ I)]) 
s = [d//d] (integral part) and 6 = 0 or 1. 
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